The New-England Galaxy, 
November 16, 1827

THOUGHTS ON BORES.

MR. EDITOR,--Perhaps I am a living illustration of my subject,--yet what is a bore is a mere matter of opinion or of feeling, and men higher in dignity and station than myself may perhaps fall under some division of the subject. I except all editors but one, and he, Sir, is not of the Galaxy.

There is the travelled bore, he who has lived in Europe, and returns to hold a two-pronged fork in his right hand, and to eat peas therewith; to annoy the citizens with strange words that may have a meaning, or application, and to be the wonder of his own family, the delight of the ladies and the admiration of himself. He can see nothing that reminds him not of France or Italy. Milton Hill is the bay of Naples, only it wants a bay, a city, an island, and a volcano. The Mill Dam leads to comparisons with the Pontinue Marshes, only it has no marshes; and the front of the Tremont is miserable, because he has seen the Opera of San Carlo. A ---- plague upon him, if he despise New England beauty;--why staid he not in Venice, or why returned he from Paris, where his highest acquaintance was with the nobility of the Palais Royal?

The next is the bore professional. He cannot sink the shop, as the phrase is--words with him are indeed things, for he has nothing of the profession but the vocabulary. Lawyers at a supper in term time rank as the highest of this class.

One cannot ask another to taste wine without a learned phrase, and the whole confused concentration is a mystery impenetrable to a person not familiar with the beautiful system and classic language of the law. Mr. Rush may be ranked in this class. I once met him in London, and his whole study was to sport the envoy extraordinary; his conversation was on all subjects in the style diplomatic. He had "the honor to agree with me," and his "card to invite" was a model for a negociator for nations.

I humbly deem myself unworthy the blushing honors I have showered upon others, though I live near to Bunker Hill, and in Charlestown.	P.



NOTES: The signature and the subject, along with its style and philosophy, point to MFW; but the details, that he met "Mr. Rush" in London, and that he lives near Bunker Hill in Charlestown, would preclude him, unless he is making up these details (it wouldn't be the first time). It may indicate that Mathew has, in fact, moved to Boston, and has begun interacting with city people there. If "Rush" was a well-known diplomat--or conceived of himself as such, even though he was not--and if he was known to travel frequently abroad--Mathew could simply have claimed to have met him in-character. Given that the following week his farewell poem (as it seems) to Evelina Bray appears, "To A Lady," it is quite likely that Mathew did take a job at the "Courier" in Boston, in November of 1827. Almost certainly sealing this interpretation, is the fact that both pieces bear the same signature, "P."








